
Soluciones 

BANCO DE REVISIÓN GRAMATICAL PARA SELECTIVIDAD(I) 

 

1) You have been told about University by your parents 

2)Her father advised her to study hard and not to waste her time. 

3) You should pay attention to the people whose opinion may be different from yours. 

4)Where does he want to go next year? /When does he want to go to Harvard?/ What does he 

want to do next year? 

5)Americans will have to be convinced to eat less by the doctors. 

6)He said that he was going to take a course on nutrition as soon as he could 

7)If you watched less TV, You would have more time to study harder 

8)What affects millions of people?/ How many people does obesity affect? 

9)The existence of Korku is now endangered by the tiger 

10)People have asked Korku tribesmen to abandon their ancestral habitat. 

11) The man said that they had had no problem with tigers until then 

12)These are the forests where the Korku people have lived for years. 

13)Hundreds of Spanish animal species are listed by ICONA 

14)She said that Al had never seen an Imperial  Iberian eagle 

15)Has Spain many animal species at risk? 

16)If ICONA had not published the report on the Spanish species at risk, no one would have 

realised how important the problem was. 

17)Young Europeans, who often speak the same language, have the same life. 

18)Travel within Europe is easy AS/BECAUSE/FOR/DUE TO THE FACT THAT/SINCE the 

European nation has arrived 

19)If travel  and communication within Europe WERE NOT easy and efficient, the European 

nation WOULD NOT EXIST. 

20)Coca Cola was drunk by Young people 

21)Russian mafia organisations send ecstasy west 

22)Her parents said that they would take their crusade against drugs to the public. 

23)Where is most Ecstasy manufactured?/ What is manufactured in Eastern Europe? 

24)The girl whose parents campaigned against drug use died last week. 

25)Milan is an expensive city THEREFORE it is hard to find cheap accommodation. 

26)Some people’s exclusive designs can be bought in Milan. 

27) If I WERE in Milan, I WOULD VISIT the cathedral. 

28) If you are interested in opera, you mustn’t miss next Placido Domingo’s concert. 

29) The artist completed the portrait in 1650  

30)Who painted their portrait in Italy?/Where did Velázquez paint their portrait? 

31)The painting will be sent to foreign institutions by the owners. 

32)People who  DO NOT VISIT  Rome WILL NOT SEE the  portrait. 

33)These broken vases cannot be repaired.  

34)The chairs were being carried out into the garden 

35) All the dinner had been eaten before the conversation was finished 

36) a)I should have been told the news this morning. 

      b)The news should have been told to me this morning. 

37)She wondered whether she should talk that morning or the next evening 

38)Her mother told her not to peel the potatoes because they were rotten 



39)I pointed out that Maria had enjoyed her visit to the USA the month before. 

40)“You ought to have something to eat before  you go to the disco” 

41)He must HAVE BEEN SEEN LEAVING THE BUILDING   

42)He has BEEN PLAYING FOOTBALL FOR SIX MONTHS 

43)If SHE HAD CONCENTRATED ENOUGH, SHE WOULDN’T HAVE MADE A LOT 

OF MISTAKES. 

44)The people around here ARE SAID TO BELIEVE IN RAM GODS. 

45)Patients who want to benefit from this law must prove that they are terminally ill. 

46) Should Jane Cuisine get her wish, she WOULD BECOME the first patient to die legally at 

the hands of a doctor. 

47)On July 1, euthanasia will be legalised by the Australian government. 

48)Clinical depression has to be ruled out by doctors 

49)Where does Abdul Ebrahami reside?/ Who resides in a campsite? 

50) Iran, whose social system is very repressive, is ruled by Islam fundamentalists. 

51)When Iran is freed, they WILL BE ABLE TO SCAPE FROM POVERTY 

52)No insignia of rank is worn by the troops. 

53)Sharon Stone is said to be very attractive. People say THAT SHARON STONE IS VERY 

ATTRACKTIVE. 

54)My parents won't buy a new house because they can't afford it.   If my parents had enough 

money, they would buy a new house 

55)Two teenagers almost  killed  Alison and Christopher.  Alison and christopher were almost 

killed by two teenagers. 

56)The old man who is now in hospital was injured in the accident 

57)The child whose name is Johnny Jones bought the chocolate. 

58)What kind of video do the new rules introduce? 

59)Sweets and chocolates were put into the trolley by the comedian. 

60)Johnny asked Miss Price to give him two bars of chocolate. 

61)A company representative argued that that probably wouldn’t happen before 1990 

62)They have asked the company to reduce violence in the programme 

63)What did they think? /Who thought it was violent?/ How did they think it was? 

64)The council which supervises programmes recommends guidelines for Canadian TVs. 

65)Costs can be cut by studying at home. 

66)Rapid advances in information technology are transforming language learning 

67)Although some people are shy speaking in public, they can be helped by computers. 

68) My school doesn't have computer room. If my school HAD one, I WOULD BOOK it and 

study there. 

69)Picasso's wish will be satisfied by Christine. 

70)Picasso said that he would not repair the cat's tail" 

71)The selection of works, which has not been easy, is excellent. 

72)If the artist had not taught the bird a strange language, IT WOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN 

ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH HIM. 

73) On the day of the bullfight, she was watched expectantly 

74)Her parents wanted to know why she wanted to become a bullfighter. 

75)Her family were not too pleased, yet, they accepted her decision to become a bullfighter. 

76)If she HAD NOT GIVEN outstanding performances in Latin America, she  WOULD NOT 

HAVE BECOME a bullfighter.  



77)A letter from a woman called Maria was recently published by a priests' magazine 

78)Maria wrote that she had never had a relationship with a priest before. 

79)Maria and a priest, whose dream is also the cause of their suffering, are in love.   

80)Does he really love her? 

81)They have written many pages about Bill Gates 

82)Bill’s mother asked him what he was doing. 

83)His mother Mary, with whom he was at war, was an extrovert woman. 

84)Use the verbs in brackets correctly. 

If Bill’s parents HAD NOT SENT him to the psychologist, they WOULD NOT HAVE 

KNOWN why he was so aggressive. 

85)The Exposition, which is the meeting of different worlds, is the celebration of the Oceans. 

86)Vasco de Gama opened the sea way to India, besides, he is one of the greatest Portuguese 

navigator. 

87)If Vasco de Gama HAD NOT OPENED the sea way to India, Portugal WOULD NOT 

HAVE GAINED its greatest objective. 

88) They will hold the Expo’98 in Lisbon 

89)Young people who are in the street after 11 p.m. will have to pay a fine. 

90)Can crime be stopped by Guardian Angels? 

91)Who patrol trains, parks and roads in New York? / What do Guardian Angels patrol in 

New York? / Where do Guardian Angels patrol trains, parks and roads? 

92)If the police SEES your younger brother, he WILL HAVE TO PAY a fine. 

93)In spite of the fact that the car has allowed millions to travel cheaply and quickly, it causes 

pollution and noise. 

94)If we HAD better public transports, many people WOULD NOT USE their cars. 

95) The present generation has also been sentenced to the frustration of long journeys. 

 


